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Today most of the people prefer tablet PCs after the introduction of the iPad. The functionality of the
tablet PCs are similar to laptops. Yet it doesnâ€™t have the folding screen. They are just a portable PC
with fully functional touch screen feature through which you can browse on the go, listening music,
watch video, taking notes, using as an ebook reader and even playing games. The unique feature of
this tablet PC among other computers was its portability. They can be placed comfortably in a coat
pocket or in a ladies handbag. Unlike the laptops it doesnâ€™t requires a bag or case to carry around.

Android tablet contains several unique features which are user friendly. Once the price of these
tablets was expensive and several people give up the thoughts of purchasing a tablet PC. But today
it is possible to purchase the affordable and cheapest tablets within their budgets such as dropad a8
and herotab c8.

Android tablets are popular because of its compatibility of the operating system which is an open
source and user friendly.  The android operating system is compatible for any brands of tablet PCs.
As a result there are several brands available in the market which brings you the android tablets
much cheaper. Latest versions of the android operating systems were also introduced periodically
which improves the functionality of the tablet PCs.

The open source android operating system allows multiple manufacturers to bring out their brands
of tablet PCs in a cheap price. It is possible to get tablet PC with the same quality similar to the top
brands in the market with low cost.

There is a latest version of the android tablets available in the market today such as herotab c8 and
dropad a8 which you can purchase for even a half the price of the top brands. The best feature
among the above said tablets were their hardware. The hardware mechanism is same as the top
brands. Cortex A-8 chip architecture is used in these tablets which is also an open source
technology. That means other manufacturers can also use this technology by installing in their
tablets.

While comparing with other branded tablets the herotab c8 and dropad a8 products were in
expensive. If you have a thought on purchasing a best android tablet PC then you are
recommended for the above mentioned tablets which help you on saving lot of money and at the
same time purchasing the same quality of the other top brands.
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Bernard - About Author:
Agasio.com is the online website where you can purchase communication tools with best quality
such as routers, cameras and android tablets including a dropad a8 etc. You can even check out
the latest a herotab c8 tablet on their website.
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